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It has been a while since we have communicated with you about the status of our
biannual lunch meetings thanks to COVID. During a brief COVID lull last summer,
we proposed a social gathering in the fall.

COVID cases quickly rose, and we had

to put that idea on the shelf. Now that we are in a new phase of COVID, our steering
team thought it was a good time to reflect on the future of this function. Attendance
at the luncheons was already on a steady decline before COVID and although COVID
is now less of an issue, it probably still affects some people’s view of public
gatherings. The steering team unanimously decided to discontinue the formal
luncheons and disband the steering team. Jim Patton has agreed to continue to
maintain the website, http://www.krlretirees.com/, and I will continue to maintain the
membership database and e-mailing service.

Since this function has been in

existence for over 50 years, we did not take this decision lightly. Thanks go to Nancy
Ferris, Gary Fritz, Terry Lund, Jim Patton, Liz Patton, Glen Pearson, Bob Shanebrook
and Jim Weaver for their efforts in organizing these events.

We believe that there still may be a desire for social gatherings. To that end, Liz
Patton and Mary Jane Hellyar are organizing an event at noon on December 2, 2022.
It will be located at:

The Distillery Restaurant
3010 S Winton Rd. (Winton Place)
Henrietta, NY 14623

The gathering will be in the bar area for drinks followed by each individual ordering
their own lunch off the menu. Separate checks will be provided. Since the seating
in that area of the restaurant is limited, attendance will be restricted to the first 28
who sign up to attend. At this point, just hold the date if you are interested. When it
gets closer, a note will be sent out asking for sign-ups.
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